HOW TO MEDITATE
Class Notes

MEDITATION
SESSION 43
2

BHAGAVAD GITA
Chapter 6 - Verse 25

Little by little, let him attain quietude by his intellect held firm; having made the mind
established in the Self, let him not think of anything. [Chapter 6 – Verse 25]
Chapter 6 - Verse 26

From whatever cause the restless and the unsteady mind wanders away, from that let him
restrain it and bring it back under the control of the Self alone. [Chapter 6 – Verse 26]
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MEDITATION
SESSION 44
4

AMRITA BINDU UPANISHAD
Verse 2

Mind alone is the cause of bondage and
freedom for human beings. Mind attached
to sense objects is (the cause of) bondage
and devoid of desire for objects is
considered free. [Verse 2]
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MEDITATION
SESSION 45
6

MEDITATION
PRAJNANAM BRAHMA :
•

Consciousness, Awareness is the Power, Light behind Sense Organs, Mind,
and the entire Universe.

•

I am that Awareness, Light of Consciousness.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 46
8

MEDITATION
Aitareya Upanishad :

Who is this one that we worship as this Self? Which of the two is the Self? Is it that by which
one sees, or that by which one hears, or that by which one smell fragrance, or that by which
one utters the speech or that by which one knows what is tasteful and what is not tasteful.
[III – I – 1]
Which of the two is our self
By which one
- Sees, hears, smells, Tastes,
touches, speaks.
- Sophadhika self
- Light, manifest nature of self.

By which one knows
- What is seen, heard, smelled,
tasted, touched, spoken
- Nirupadhika self
- Consciousness
- Electricity
- Unmanifest nature
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MEDITATION
SESSION 47
10

MEDITATION
Laghu Vakya Vritti : Verse 11 and 12

When the prior cognition has subsided and another has not yet arisen, cognition – free
consciousness shines clearly. [Verse 11]

Gradually increasing for one, two, then three moments, the restraint of all cognitions should
be practiced with effort by those who seek the experience of Brahman. [Verse 12]
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MEDITATION
SESSION 48
12

MEDITATION
Nirupadhika Self :
• Without Body, Mind, World.
• What is its Svarupam?

• Brahman – Limitless, Supreme.
Not limited by

Space

Time

Objects

Sarvavyapti

Nitya

Sarvatma

• Sukha Svarupam.
• Shanta Svarupam
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MEDITATION
SESSION 49
14

Pure Consciousness
(Eye of Knowledge)

Prapancha - Jagat

Manifest

Unmanifest

Jagrat

Svapna

Sushupti

Sakshi

Waker

Sakshi

- Eye of Waking Universe

- Eye of Dream Universe

- Eye of No Universe
- Blank State
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MEDITATION
SESSION 50
16

Meditation
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
Atma Jnanam – Svayam Jyoti
(Self Evidents Knowledge)
Not Pratyaksha

Not Paroksha

But Aparoksha

- Directly through Sense
Organs + Mind

- Remote known through
others

- Not Pratyaksha, or
Paroksha
- Without sense organs,
mind, others
- Self Luminous, Self
evident, Svayam Jyoti
- Only Atma comes in this
category.
- “I – Am” is effortlessly
known without any
medium, not as an
object but as subject.
- This is called pure
awareness, presence,
consciousness.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 51
18

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :
Svayam Jyoti Brahmana [38 Verses]

‘When the sun and the moon have both set, the fire has gone out, and speech has stopped,
Yājñavalkya, what serves as the light for a man?’ ‘The self serves as his light. It is through the
light of the self that he sits, goes out, works and returns.’ ‘Just so, Yājñavalkya.’ [4 - 3 - 6]
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Light of Consciousness
-

Self evident
Svata Siddham
Svayam Jyoti, seer
Motionless centre
Limitless
Ekam, Nirvikaram
Real knower, truth, reality
Human – Self conscious person
alone can know the truth

Body – Mind – World
-

Evident to SELF
Pra-siddham
Changing, seen
Spandanam
Limited
Aneka, Savikaram
All thoughts known
Presence / Absence
Knower Pramata, knows through
object of thought.

• Bheda is unreal, Advaitam, Abheda is the truth.
Self evident, self revealing
- Only one
- Samanyam

What becomes evident to the SELF
- Many, varied, changing
- Viseshanam, specific

• You are non-dual witness, self evident, whole, complete, Poornam.
• Dvaitins have fear because of being insignificant.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 52
21

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :
Svayam Jyoti Brahmana [38 Verses]

‘When the sun and the moon have both set, the fire has gone out, and speech has stopped,
Yājñavalkya, what serves as the light for a man?’ ‘The self serves as his light. It is through the
light of the self that he sits, goes out, works and returns.’ ‘Just so, Yājñavalkya.’ [4 - 3 - 6]

Session II
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MEDITATION
SESSION 53
23

MEDITATION 53
Chandoya Upanishad :

Somya, before this world was manifest there was only existence, one without a second. On this
subject, some maintain that before this world was manifest there was only non-existence, one
without a second. Out of that non-existence, existence emerged. [6 - 2 - 1]
• Aham Sajatiya, Vijatiya, Svagata Bheda Rahita Brahman Asmi
• (EKAM EVA ADVITIYAM)
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MEDITATION
SESSION 54
25

MEDITATION 54

“SVAYAM JYOTI ATMA”
(Without 5 Koshas, 3 Avasthas, 3 Sharirams)
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MEDITATION
SESSION 55
27

MEDITATION 55
Mundak Upanishad : Atma Svarupa

That which is invisible, ungraspable, unoriginated and attributeless, that which has
neither eyes nor ears nor hands nor legs – that is Eternal, full of manifestations, Allpervading, Subtlest of the subtle – that Imperishable Being is what the wise perceive
as the Source of all Creation. [I – I – 6]
• Non objectification of Atma not non-existence of Atma.
• Atma is Svayam Jyoti, Self Luminous, subject.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 56
29

MEDITATION 56
(Session II)
Mundak Upanishad : Atma Svarupa

That which is invisible, ungraspable, unoriginated and attributeless, that which has
neither eyes nor ears nor hands nor legs – that is Eternal, full of manifestations, Allpervading, Subtlest of the subtle – that Imperishable Being is what the wise perceive
as the Source of all Creation. [I – I – 6]
• Non objectification of Atma not non-existence of Atma.
• Atma is Svayam Jyoti, Self Luminous, subject.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 57
31

MEDITATION 57
I have two natures

Vyavaharika (Transactional)

Paramartikam (Transcendental)

Ahamkara (Ego – Life)

Sakshi – Witness (Nature)

Mortal

Immortal
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MEDITATION
SESSION 58
33

MEDITATION 58
Chandogya Upanishad :

Somya, before this world was manifest there was only existence, one without a second. On this
subject, some maintain that before this world was manifest there was only non-existence, one
without a second. Out of that non-existence, existence emerged. [6 - 2 - 1]

• Sat = Nondual Advaitam.
• Entire world of names and forms was existence “Sat” alone.

Cause
-

Shirt
Furniture
Ornaments
Universe

Effect
-

Cotton
Wood
Gold
SAT

• With reference to property, function of objects + beings, name, SAT is common
denominator.
• Substratum = Sat, Pure Existence.
• Pure existence pervades all.
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• Everything is made of existence and nothing also is made of existence.

• What knows Ahamkara and its 3 states as is and is not, is Sat principle, reality.
• World was existence before, is existence now, will be existence in future.
• Space, time, shape, colour, properties are superficial, unreal, sat is real, intrinsic to me.
• Sat only known through Sruti.

• Sat is without Sajatiya, Vijatiya, Svagata Bheda.
• Differentiate Sat from Anatma universe of 5 inert elements and realise your true
“SELF”.
• Reality is not world and existence but existence alone Is.
Causal Chain
Sat

Ekam

Astita Matram

Advaitam

Guna Rahitam

Jnana Svarupam

Indriya Agocharam

Pure Consciousness

Sarvagatam

Ultimate Vedantic truth
(Jiva – Brahma Aikyam)
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• Sat is Upadana, Nimitta and Sahakari Karanam of Universe.
• Realise “SAT” and know you are immortal truth behind the universe.

• Meditate SAT as this immortal SELF.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 59
37

Meditate :
• I am not in space – time, I am not born, don’t die.
Vedantin
As Body
- Engulfed by Universe
- I am in Space

I am
-

Is the truth
Spaceless
Timeless
Absolute
Real
Na Antaro, Na Bahya
Without division of
space or time
- Atma

As Mind

As Atma

- Objectify the Universe
- I live in Time

- Transcend Time - Space
- You are the origin of the
Universe

I am now
- Is identification with
mind
- Unreal
- Changing
- Relative
- Angry, Sad, happy

I am here
- Is identification with
body
- Unreal
- Changing
- Relative
- Young, old
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MEDITATION
SESSION 60
39

Meditation 60
Vishwaroopa Meditation :
Gita :

I am the self, O Gudakesa, seated in the hearts of all beings; I am the beginning, the middle
and also the end of all beings. [Chapter 10 - Verse 20]
God / Reality
One form

All forms

Formless

• 1st Vibhuti of the Lord is Aham in every living being.
• Non perception of God is not proof of non-existence.
• Withdraw from my private world of Ahamkara, Mamakara, Raaga, Dvesha is 1st step in
meditation.
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• This is achieved by invoking the world in the world.

• Visualising the Lord as the universe is possessing Divya Chakshu, eye of Atma Jnanam –
Awareness.
Vishwarupa is mixture of
- Changing part, appears,
disappears
- Apara Prakrti Anatma,
matter

- Changeless part, timeless
- Para Prakrti
- Awareness

• Dwell on changeless part in Meditation.
Gita :

Its form is not perceived here as such, neither its end, or its foundation, nor its resting place;
having cut asunder this firm-rooted Asvattha-tree with the strong axe of nonattachment…[Chapter 15 - Verse 3]
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• Apara Prakrti consists of variety of galaxies, stars, plants, satellites, ocean, endless
species.
• It is the greatest wonder.
• Apara Prakrti becomes bondage only when I start judging as good, bad, make it my
private world.

• Whole world is a garden of Ishvara.
• You are in the presence of Ishvara everywhere, all the time.
• Remain in silence for a few seconds.
• Hari om
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MEDITATION
SESSION 61
43

MEDITATION 61
Gita :

There is nothing whatsoever higher than Me, O Dhananjaya. All this is strung in Me, as clusters
of gems on a string. [Chapter 7 - Verse 7]
• In one Consciousness, 3 States appear and disappear.

• Lord is both material cause + Intelligent cause of Universe.
• See flowers in a string, not the string.
• See world of objects and beings not pure Consciousness, Vishwaroopa Ishvara.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 62
45

MEDITATION 62

How to Remove Adhyasa and realise my Real Nature?
• I am the pure Awareness, Consciousness principle, my intrinsic nature, without Upadhi
of Body, Senses, Mind, World.

• My reflection falls on the Mind of a Jiva when his mind wakes up.
• Reflection + Body + Mind – Instrument conducts Vyavahara throughout the waking
state as “Ego – I”, Shadow “I”.

• Ego I goes to sleep state and has another experience as Dreamer I.
• Dreamer I, Sleeper I, Waker I are 3 false appearances, Manifest, Unmanifest as per law
of Karma.

• I was, I am, I ever will be pure Sakshi Chaitanyam.
• This knowledge is gathered from study of Upanishads.
• I have now learnt to Abide in my ever peaceful nature.
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• I have realised the Truth revealed in the Scriptures.

• I have no Bondage, no connection to Body – Mind – Senses – World at any time.
• I am Atma, Self Evident Chaitanyam, Nirupadhikam, Ekam, Advitiyam, Shantam.
• I meditate on my nature again and again.

• Om Shanti, Shanti, Shanti.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 63
48

MEDITATION 63
Based on Mandukya Upanishad
3 States
Jagrat – Bahish Prajnam

Svapna Antah Prajnah

Sushupti Prajna Ghanam

- Identified with gross
body, wrong knowledge
- Exist in sleep without
body and am free.
- I am different from body
but am identified with
body in waking
- Sattwa Guna
- Jnanata with sense
organs and mind

- Identified with subtle
body, wrong knowledge
- Rajo Guna
- Jnanata with mind

- Duality of waking and
dream covered by Maya
Sheath (Darkness –
Tamoh Guna)
- Jnanata without
instrument of Body –
Mind
- Pratyag Atma, Sushupti
Atma
- Only inside
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Pratyag Atma

Ishvara

- Innermost knower, Jnata,
Kshetrajna
- Understands body, mind
- Sees defective eyes, mind
deluded.
- Different than body,
mind.
- Vishayi, subject
- Sense organs + mind in
association with
Prajnatma become
Jnanata (Knower).
- Remains always inside

- Paramatma
- Sarvatma, inside, outside
every where
- Not Pratyag Atma
Turiyam :
- Witness of Sushupti Atma
and other 2 states
- Nirgunaha
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MEDITATION
SESSION 64
51

MEDITATION 64
Atma Bodha :

Avidya which is indescribable and Beginningless is the causal body. Know for certain that the
Atman is other than these three conditioning bodies (Upadhis).
I am – Aham
(I) Nirguno

(IV) Nirvikalpo

(VII) Nitya Mukto

Attributeless

Without desire, thought

Everfree

(II) Nishkriyo

(V) Nirakaro

(VIII) Nirmala

Actionless

Formless

Stainless

(II) Nishkriyo

(VI) Nirvikaro

Actionless

Modificationless
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MEDITATION
SESSION 65
53

MEDITATION 65
Atma Bodha :

I am verily that supreme Brahman which is eternal, pure, ever liberated, one, indivisible,
blissful, non-dual Truth and of the nature of Existence-Knowledge-Infinite. [Verse 36]
Features of Atma

(I) Nitya

(IV) Akhanda Anandam

(VII) Jnanam

(IX) Yat Param Brahma

Eternal

Indivisible
homogeneous Bliss

Knowledge,
Consciousness

Supreme Brahman

(II) Shuddha

(V) Advayam

(VIII) Anantham

(X) Aham Eva Tat

Pure

Non-dual

Infinite not affected
by space, time

I alone am that

(III) Vimuktaha

(VI) Satyam

Ever Liberated

Existence
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MEDITATION
SESSION 66
55

MEDITATION 66
Vishwaroopa Ishvara : Chapter 11 Gita
1) The entire Universe is the body of the Lord, the Apara Prakrti, the changing material
Aspect.

o Behind the body is Bhagawan, the Paramatma in the form of Chaitanyam, Para
Prakrti.

2)

o Varieties of things and beings is glory of Bhagavan, Vibhuti, described in Chapter
10 of Gita.
Vishwaroopa Consists of Pairs
of Opposites
-

Wonderful things
Beautiful Aspects
Birth of beings
Pleasurable experiences
What I like
Immortality

- Terrible things
- Ugly features
- Continuous destruction as
the time principle.
- Painful experiences
- What I dislike
- Death

o Both are according to Karma Phala of Jivas.
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3) When our Raaga Dveshas are strong, we refuse to accept Vishwaroopa Ishvara.
o I become vulnerable to fear and anxiety.
4) I learn to surrender to Bhagawans will and face my Karma Phalam, after scriptural.

5) I learn to accept choiceless situations.
6) I am ever prepared to face the lifes challenges as they come in.
7) The more I meditate on Vishwaroopa Ishvara, the more my Raaga Dveshas are diluted.

8) I may have preferences but am ready for the unexpected.
9) I welcome Bhagawan as Vishwaroopa Ishvara daily in my life in the form of anything,
any being, any experience.
10) I do not resist anything in life, this releases inner strength.

o I have pushed aside my likes and dislikes.
o I am peaceful, calm, confident, courageous person.
o I am ready with a smile to welcome Vishwaroopa Ishvara everyday.

o I am different than the experienced world.
o I am Satchit Ananda Svarupa.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 67
58

MEDITATION 67
Taittriya Upanishad :

Om, the knower of Brahman attains the Supreme. With reference to that, is the following hymn
recited: Brahman is the truth, knowledge and infinity. He who knows it as existing in the cave of the
heart in the transcendent Akasa, realises all his desires along with omniscient Brahman. [2 - 1 - 1]

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One who realises Jagat Karanam Brahman, realises his self, Atman.
Ultimate reality is Sat – Chit - Ananda.
Sat = Pure existence – without Body, Mind, World of Objects (Macro).
Chit = Pure Consciousness – Without Body, Mind, World of Objects (Micro).
Sat without Chit will become inert, Asat, Mithya, false (Rope Snake)
Chit without Sat will become non-existent (Sky flowers).
Sat, Chit are both Ananda – Anantham, infinite, limitless (Beyond time, Space, Objects
– ultimate Reality).
• Knowing this nature of mine - as Svayam Jyoti, self effulgent, Sva Prakasha – Self
illuming, Svata Siddha – Self existent, is being immortal, Nitya Mukta Svarupa.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 68
60

MEDITATION 68
Brahma Jnana Valli Mala :

Brahma is Truth, the world of objects and beings is false, and the egocentric sense of
separativeness (Jeeva) is itself in fact nothing other than Brahman. That by which this Truth is
known is the truest science, the Science of sciences, thus roars Vedanta. [Verse 20]

• Very important Topic 419 in Vichara Sagara.
I
- Satchit Ananda
- I Am Satyam, Asanga

World
- Vishaya – including my
body, mind (Agitations).
- Mithya, appears but not
absolutely real.
- Maya Shakti
- Gives strong Vairagyam

• This is ultimate meditation for Nitya Moksha Praptihi.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 69 to 71
62

MEDITATION 71
Mundak Upanishad :

The Pranava is the bow, the Atman is the arrow and the Brahman is said to be its mark (goal). It
should be hit by one who is self-collected and like the arrow, becomes one with the mark i.e.
Brahman. [II – II – 4]

Jivatma

Satyam
Jnanam
Anantham
Brahman

Target
- Bow
- Ohmkara
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• Jivatma practices Pranava Ohmkara Meditation to reach and merge with his own
higher nature.
• There is no Jiva, Jagat, Ishvara without Brahman the Adhishtanam.
• This awareness is resolution of the world (Pravilapanam) .
• Jiva realises all his worldly experiences are the Prarabdha events for Ahamkara to
fructify its Karma Phalam (Lower order of Reality).
• Buddhi becomes deeply embedded, soaked in awareness that I am pure Sat Chit
Ananda Atma which is the Jagat Karanam Brahman.
• Jiva attains Jeevan Mukti status.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 72
65

MEDITATION 72
Purusha Suktam :

“This much is His glory only. And Purusha is much more than all these. The entire Universe of
happenings (Viswa) and creatures (Bhootani) constitute but a quarter (Pada) of him. The
remaining three quarters (Tripad) of his glory consists of the immutable Consciousness.”
[Verse 3]
Svetasvataro Upanishad :

That Infinite Being has a thousand heads, a thousand eyes and a thousand feet enveloping the
whole universe on all sides. He exists beyond ten fingers. [Chapter 3 – Verse 14]
• Brahman pervades whole universe and goes beyond 10 finger lengths also.
• Nirvikara Svaroopa, stands unaffected.
1/4

3/4

Universe

Pure Consciousness
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MEDITATION
SESSION 73
67

MEDITATION 73
Kaivalya Upanishad : Verse 6

The Unthinkable, the Unmanifest, the One of endless forms, the Ever-

auspicious, the Peaceful, the Immortal, the Origin of the very Creator, the One
without a beginning, a middle and an end, the only One, the All-pervading,
the Knowledge-Bliss, the Formless, and the wonderful. [Verse 6]
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1) Achintyam :
•

“Mano Agocharam”.

•

Lord is not object of mind.

•

Only unobjectificable thing in the world is subject.

2) Avyaktam :
•

Indriya Agocharam

•

Imperceptible to sense organs.

3) Shivam :
•

Auspicious, Mangala Svarupam.

4) Prasantham :

•

Totally tranquil.

5) Amrutam :
•

Eternal.

6) Brahma Yonim :
•

Jagat Karanam.

•

That which is infinite cause of Universe.
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7) Adi – Madyam - Anta Vihinam :
•

Infinite, Limitless, without beginning, middle, end.

8) Ekam :
•

Nondual.

9) Cid – Anandam :
•

Nature of Conciousness.

•

Poornatvam.

•

Fullness.

10) Arupam :
•

Formless.

11) Adbutam :
•

Greatest wonder.

•

We spend life searching for this.

•

Ever sought is seeker himself.
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Aneka Rupa Ishvara :
12) Aneka rupam :

•

Has manifold, infinite forms.

13) Vibhum :
•

Vividham Bhati.

•

Akasha, Vayu, Agni, Rupena Bhati.

•

Aneka Rupa put together is one.

Conclusion :
• Seeker Meditating on above features realise Saguna Ishvara.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 74
72

MEDITATION 74
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

That it does not know in that state is because, although knowing then, it does not
know; for the knower’s function of knowing can never be lost, because it is immortal.
But there is not that second thing separate from it which it can know. [4 - 3 - 30]
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Sakshi Jnanam
1) Lakshyartha, Svarupa Jnanam
2) Permanent, eternal “I am”,
changeless,, imperishable
3) Belongs to Sakshi, Atma
4) Invariable :
- Pure “I am”
- Without body, mind, world
- Illuminator of 3 states
- Ekam, Eva, Advitiyam
5) No Dravya, Kriya, Guna, Jati
Sambandha
6) Also called Buma, Turiyam, Uttama
Purusha, Brahman, Satyam.
7) Claimed through Mahavakyas :
- Aham Brahman Asmi
- Prajnam Brahma
- Ayam Atma Brahman
- Tat Tvam Asi
8) Abidance gives Moksha
9) Known through Veda

Vrutti Jnanam
1) Vachyartha, Maya Sahitam, with
Vikshepa Shakti…
2) Impermanent, changing, transient,
perishable I
3) Belongs to ahamkara, Pramata –
Pramanam – Prameyam, Triputi
4) Variable – I – Changes in waking,
dream
- “I am” + objects of world
- Pramata resolves in sleep
5) Has Dravya, Kriya, Guna, Jati,
Sambanda
6) Dvaitam, Mithya
7) Claimed as Vyavaharika Jiva

8) Abidance leads to Samsara
9) Known by Sense Organs, Mind
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MEDITATION
SESSION 75 & 76
75

MEDITATION 75 & 76
Taittriya Upanishad : Mahavakyam

Om, the knower of Brahman attains the Supreme. With reference to that, is the following
hymn recited: Brahman is the truth, knowledge and infinity. He who knows it as existing in the
cave of the heart in the transcendent Akasa, realises all his desires along with omniscient
Brahman. [2 - 1 - 1]
Notes of Jnanam :
Pramata
1)
2)
3)
4)

Illumines through Vrutti Jnanam
Visesha Jnanam
Anityam – Triputi involved
Pramata illumines Ananda of Vishayas
through Anitya Vrutti Jnanam
5) Mind involved

Sakshi
1)
2)
3)
4)

Illumines through Svarupa Jnanam
Samanya Jnanam
Nityam – No Triputi involved
Sakshi illumines itself as Ananda
Svarupa without any Medium.
5) Mind medium not involved
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Pramata
6) 3 Worlds of waking, dream, sleep
illumined by Pramata with Reflected
Consciousness.
7) Mind absent in Sushupti
8) Jiva attains Ananda of Vishaya as
Pramata
9) Jiva Drishti
10) With Vikara, actions, Savikaram
11) Visesha Ananda alone enjoyed by
Ajnani Jiva

12) Jiva ever in bondage identified with
Body, Mind, world as real

Sakshi
6) 3 states of mind illumined by Sakshi

7) 3 Sharirams illumined by Sakshi
8) Sakshi attains all Ananda of Vishayas
as Sakshi Paramatma
9) Brahma Drishti
10) Action less, Nirvikaram
11) All sense pleasures belong to me,
Sakshi Chaitanyam as I am the eternal
illuminator of all Vruttis in all Minds.
- I am pure existence, consciousness,
Bliss
12) Sakshi is ever free – Nitya Mukta
Purusha, Nityoho Upalabdhi Svarupa.
- Considers world as Mithya,
appearance, my own reflection
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MEDITATION
SESSION 77
78

MEDITATION 77

Dakshinamurthi Stotram :

(Salutations to Sri Dakshinamurthy Who Awakens the Glory of the Atman within us through His
Profound Silence) By This Throb Alone which is of the Nature of Eternal Underlying Awareness,
the Unreal Forms get their Meanings and Appear over the Mind, This Knowledge of the Atman
Spoken of in the Vedas as "Tat-Tvam-Asi" is Imparted by Our Inner Guru as a Direct Experience
when we Surrender Whole-Heartedly to Him, By Direct Experience of this Knowledge, the
Delusion of being tossed within an unending Ocean of Worldly Existence will Not Appear
Again, Salutations to Him, the Personification of Our Inner Guru Who Awakens This Knowledge
through His Profound Silence; Salutation to Sri Dakshinamurthy. [Verse 3]
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My changeless Nature

My changing Nature

1) Existence (Sat), Consciousness
1) Everything other than Sat Atma
(Chit), Limitless (Ananda) = Atma
2) I am the pure existence
2) Body, Mind, senses, world, is
principle, Satyam.
Jadam, changing, Mithya,
appearance.
3) I am changeless, eternal, light of 3) World is continuously changing
consciousness
matter principle, indefinite
Anirvachaniam
4) I exist all the time, I am immortal 4) World appears in waking and
disappears in sleep
5) I am Svatantram, exist
5) Body, Senses, Mind, World is
independently
Paratantram, dependent
principle
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MEDITATION
SESSION 78
81

MEDITATION 78

Kaivalyo Upanishad :

That which is the Supreme Brahman, the Self in all, the ample Support of the Universe, Subtler
than the subtle and Eternal… That alone thou art, thou alone art that. [Verse 16]
1) TAD :
•

Object of intellectual knowledge

•

Supreme Brahman - Self in all, (Support of Universe, subtler than subtle, eternal)

2) TVAM :
•

Is me… The innermost Self

TAD :

•

Illumines - waking / Dream / Sleep Consciousness status

•

Principle of awareness

•

Principle of knowledge

•

Recognize, Revisualize, Relive

Limitations :
•

Created by body (Diseases), Agitations of the mind, Restlessness in intellect

•

We cannot smuggle anything from one plane of consciousness to another.
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Waker - Dreamer - Deep sleep :
•

Therefore, in the 3 states of consciousness, the entire world experienced by the ego
merges.

•

There will be a roar of realization that will thunder through one's silent heart.

•

Mantras must be logically analyzed, intellectually discussed and clearly understood!!

•

Contemplation gets dissipated by the disturbances that reach the mind through sense
organs.

Purusha :
•

Presiding deity in whose presence, the light and glory the inert matter, springs up into
dynamic existence (Physical, mental and intellectual)

•

Consciousness - light which illumines every knowledge

•

Sorrow is mental agitation

•

The mode of response to stimuli by sense organs is ordered by one’s Vasanas

•

Truth has no legs and hands

•

Electricity has no bulb

•

Petrol has no engine

•

The infinite life that functions as the soul of every name and form in the Universe, can
only be understood as a great power, experiencable only in transcending the intellect
which cannot 'think’ of it.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 79
84

NIRVANA SHATKAM : VERSE 1

I am not the mind, intellect, ego or memory (the four aspects of what is known as
Antahkarana). Nor am I (the five organs of perception) the ear, tongue, nose, eyes, (or skin),
nor (the five elements) the space, earth, fire, air and water. I am pure Knowledge and Bliss, I
am Siva, auspiciousness itself. [Verse 1]
2 Portions

I am Atma

Neti

Antahkaranam

Organs of
perception

5 subtle
elements

- Chid – Pure Knowledge
- Ananda – Bliss
- Siva – Auspicious
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MEDITATION
SESSION 80
86

NIRVANA SHATKAM : VERSE 2

I am indeed not the prana, (five vital airs), not the seven material components of the body and
surely not the five sheaths or the organ of speech, the hand or the leg, and not the genital
organ, nor the anus. I am of the nature of pure Knowledge and Bliss. I am Siva (the most
auspicious), I am Siva. [Verse 2]
I)

I – Atma
Am

Am not
5 Pranas

Not gross
body

5 Sheaths

Organs of
action

a) Chit :
- Pure knowledge
b) Ananda :
- Blissful
c) Shivoham :
- Most Auspicious
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II) Dhatus :
i) Rasa – Fluid that is digested and nourished.
ii) Rakta – Blood cells – foundation of life.
iii) Mamsa – Flesh – provides strength.
iv) Medas – Fat – Lubricates body.
v) Ashti – Bones and Cartilege
vi) Majja – Marrow supports bones
vii) Shukra – Tissue helps reproduction.
III)
• Abhyasa + Vairagya.
• Practice + Non attachment are foundation principles of Yoga.
• Never have attachment – learn to give up, always let go.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 81
89

MEDITATION 81
NIRVANA SHATKAM : VERSE 3

I have neither dislikes nor likes, neither greed nor delusion, neither pride nor jealousy. I have
no duty to perform, nor any wealth to acquire, I have no craving for pleasures and the Self is
never bound, so I have no desire for Liberation. I am of the nature of pure Consciousness and
Bliss, I am all auspiciousness, I am Siva. [Verse 3]
• Gross Body and Subtle Body is not me.
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I

Am not
-

Likes – Dislikes
Desire
Anger
Greed
Jealousy
No Duty to perform
No wealth to aquire
No craving for pleasure
No desire for liberation

Am
- Pure consciousness
- Bliss
- Auspicious

• If I imagine I am the body, or mind, I will interact with the world as per my likes,
dislikes, and reap Joy and Sorrow.
• Likes and dislikes are as per our Vasanas, tendencies, which give Rise to Desires.
• It is Nursed by our ego and we fall prey to greed, delusion, pride, jealousy,… 6 Ripus,
6 impurities of the mind (Mala).
• They cause Vikshepa – Mental Agitations and which veil the nature of our true
identity – awareness.
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• When we negate Gross, Subtle Body, we negate 6 impurities belonging to us.
4 Goals – born with doership
in the Body

Dharma

Artha

Kama

Moksha

• Doership is born because of ignorance of the self.

• Self has no ignorance and is free from 4 Purusharthas.
• Dharma is meant for finite individual only not for Atma.
• Bondage belongs to body – mind Upadhi.
• No bondage or liberation for Atma.

• I am Nitya Mukta, full, complete, pure Consciousness.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 82
93

NIRVANA SHATKAM : VERSE 4

(I have) neither virtue nor vice, pleasure nor pain, the sacred chants, nor the pilgrimage; the
scriptures nor the sacrificial rituals. I am neither the act of enjoying, nor the enjoyable object,
nor the enjoyer. I am pure Knowledge and Bliss, I am Siva, auspiciousness itself. [Verse 4]
Ajnani :
• Takes himself to be a finite individual with impurities of Raaga – Dvesha – Kama –
Krodha – Lobha – Madah – Matsarya.
• He takes to good actions resulting in Punya – Merits – giving Joy or Evil actions –
demerits – Papam which gives sorrows.
• Pleasure – Pain are Bhojanam –experiences for individual Bokta 5 sense objects =
Bhojyam.
• Sattvika person accumulates Punyam, merits.
• Recites Mantras, goes to Tirtha Yatra, studies Veda, does Yajyas.
• All are means for inner purification.
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Jnani :

• Has gone through purification process.
• Abides in Atma Anubhava.
• Mantras, Tirthas have served their purpose.
• Jnani not in realm Triputi of Bhojanam – objects Bhojyam – experiences, Bhokta –
experiencer.
• Realised one truth – the supreme consciousness.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 83
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MEDITATION 83
NIRVANA SHATKAM : VERSE 5

I have no fear of death, nor (have I) any distinction of caste. I have neither father, nor mother
nor (even) birth, no relation, nor friend. For me there is no Guru and no disciple. I am pure
Knowledge and Bliss, I am all auspiciousness, I am Siva. [Verse 5]
Objective of the Shatkam :
• Withdraw from 5 Koshas, our false nature.
• Attach to real nature, “Satchit Ananda”, Brahman.
• Once the vision of the one, non-dual Brahman as ones own nature, dawns, all dualities
end and one revels in that supreme reality.
• w.r.t. our normal experiences, Shankara asks us to withdraw.
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Body, Mind, Intellect
- Has Birth, Death, Caste, Fear.
- Has Father, Mother, Guru
After realizing my higher spiritual
nature alone
I can repeat this verse
I have no doubt, no fear, no birth,
death, friend, foe, father, mother, guru
• I have broken away from finite identity and am now one with all pervading reality,
divinity.

• I am beyond “Maya”, and have become one with Satchit Ananda Atma.
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MEDITATION
SESSION 84
99

MEDITATION 84
NIRVANA SHATKAM : VERSE 6

I am devoid of dualities and am formless. I exist everywhere, pervading all the senses. I am
always the same and (I have) neither freedom nor bondage. I am pure Knowledge and Bliss. I
am auspiciousness, I am Siva. [Verse 6]
• I am free of all dualities as I have no form.
• I pervade the body and am also beyond the body.
• To me there is oneness, nonduality, equality, Asangatvam.

• I have no bondage, liberation.
• I am Nitya Mukta Svarupa, ever free.
• Nirvana Shatkam is the direct experience of the man of realisation.
• He alone can declare the content of these verses as his intrinsic nature.

• I am pure consciousness, eternal bliss, the ever auspicious one.
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• Jnani drops all superimpositions, Adhyasas and claims his pure nature as self.
• Waking, dream, sleep has no reality for such a person.
• He has no duties, responsibilities, goals.
• Realisation possible only with a pure mind and for one who has done Sravanam,
Mananam, Nididhyasanam.
• Chant them, reflect on them, make it a part of your spiritual practice, internal dialogue
between Ahamkara and Sakshi.
• We too can attain the supreme state of Nirvanam, liberation.

• That is the promise given to us by the Upanishads.
• I repeat these 6 Mantras again and again till the self becomes my own experience.
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